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According to official estimates, cardiovascular disease will become the leading cause of death in                           
the developing world by 2020 [1]. This makes regular screening and early detection a priority for                               
these regions. At present, such screening relies on stationary electrocardiogram (ECG) machines,                       
but this technology has several drawbacks. Most machines are costly, stationary, and require a                           
physician on­site to collect and interpret the data; as a result many isolated rural communities                             
lack access to basic heart disease screening. In order to better meet the screening needs of these                                 
populations, we propose a two­part solution involving a simplified, inexpensive ECG device that                         
will utilize cellular networks prevalent throughout the world. This first part will require little or                             
no medical training to use, and will send an encoded heartbeat waveform via SMS message to a                                 
central server. The second part of the system we propose involves a software backend to manage                               
and display the data to doctors working remotely. Doctors will be able to view a patient’s                               
waveform and recommend additional screening if necessary. This was done with the goal of                           





While we have worked diligently on this project for several months and have put in a great deal                                   
of time into this project, we would not have been successful without the support of our advisors                                 
and colleagues who provided us with guidance throughout this process. Below are listed (in no                             
specific order) the primary people who we would like to thank for their continued support and                               
guidance: 
● Professor Sarah Kate Wilson: Thank you to Professor Wilson’s continued and relentless                       
support of our project and our goals. Professor Wilson has provided great guidance on the                             
hardware components of our device that have been invaluable to the success of our                           
project. The guidance we received from Professor Wilson in shaping and creating our                         
presentation also does not go unnoticed, her feedback while critical, was extremely                       
constructive  and  helpful  in  creating  an  informative  presentation. 
● Professor Daniel Lewis: Professor Lewis was the first advisor that approved of this                         
project with our group, and for that we are extremely grateful. Our group would not be at                                 
this point in our project today had it not been Professor Lewis’ insightful guidance of our                               
project from the very beginning. All of Professor Lewis’ time and effort does not go                             
unnoticed by our group and we just wanted to thank you for always being present at all of                                   
our presentations and important team meetings with insights that we would not have as                           
students. 
● John Patrick Ertola: This project was started by John two years ago, and he has                             
completed a great deal of work that allowed us to be successful in where this project has                                 
been taken. John provided hours of time over the phone and over email to give us any                                 
insights that we needed to make this project a success. The final thesis and hardware that                               
John created was a great starting point for our entire device, shaving months off of                             
development  time  and  research  that  we  would  have  otherwise  had  to  do  on  our  own. 
● Kavin Desai: The pediatric cardiologist that we consulted from Kaiser Permanente. There                       
is no way we would be able to complete this project without Kavin’s mentorship and                             
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guidance. Kavin gave us vital information that not only made our device much more                           
impressive, but also allowed us to compress and reduce the amount of information we                           
were sending through our pipeline. Kavin also alluded to scanning for atrial fibrillation                         
















































































































According to official estimates, cardiovascular disease will become the leading cause of                       
death in the developing world by 2020 [1]. Despite this deadly prediction, many types of                             
cardiovascular disease are extremely preventable and/or treatable. This makes regular screening                     
and early detection a priority. However, such detection relies on sophisticated medical                       
technology, which is often unavailable to rural populations in developing countries. Being able to                           
receive proper medical attention at a properly equipped hospital is nearly impossible for people                           
living in these rural communities, creating a market for a portable, low­cost screening device                           
which can be readily deployed to areas with minimal supporting infrastructure. Current                       
electrocardiogram technology fails to meet this need for multiple reasons. Most machines are                         
expensive and stationary, requiring a physician on­site to administer the tests and interpret the                           
results, creating a barrier to screening isolated populations. Traditional ECG machines cost                       
between $2,000 and $10,000 in the United States and require a trained physician to administer                             
and read the test results. While a low cost portable electrocardiogram device has been deployed                             
in  India,  it  still  requires  an  on­site  physician.  
The fight against disease is seriously understaffed, and the situation is only expected to                           
get worse. According to the World Health Organization, there were 7.9 million unfilled jobs for                             
health workers in 2013, with the largest shortages occurring in Asia and Sub­Saharan Africa.                           
Furthermore, shortages are most severe in rural areas rather than cities, making rural areas of                             
developing countries especially isolated from adequate medical care [2]. By the year 2035, the                           
WHO projects will increase the labor deficit for health workers to 12.9 million [3]. Sadly, this                               
suggests that we will be shorthanded for the foreseeable future, thus we should focus on                             
enhancing  the  capacity  of  the  workers  we  already  have. 
In order to help address this impending deficit, the WHO has put forth a number of policy                                 
points intended to bolster health workers and their efforts. Out of five total directives, our project                               
is  intended  to  address  directives  one  through  three.  They  are: 
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1. “Increased political and technical leadership in countries to support long­term human                     
resource  development  efforts.” 
2. “Collection  of  reliable  data  and  strengthening  human  resource  for  health  databases.” 
3. “Maximizing the role of mid­level and community health workers to make frontline                       
health  services  more  accessible  and  acceptable.” 
Because our project lacks a client, per se, we have instead chosen to use these                             
directives as the basis for our product requirements. To this end, the system we envision                             
should help maximize the impact of local health workers, all while helping to gather valuable                             
data  which  can  be  utilized  reliably  and  effectively. 
1.2  Non­communicable  Diseases 
A non­communicable disease (NCD) is a medical condition or disease that is not caused                           
by infectious agents (non­infectious or non­transmissible) are the most prevalent in the world.                         
Figure 1.1 below demonstrates the prevalence of NCDs in India. As can be seen, NCDs account                               
for 53% of all diseases that exist in India, which means that more than half of citizens in India                                     
are plagued with some sort of NCD. Of these people who are infected with with NCDs, the                                 
leading cause of death is cardiovascular diseases. Cardiovascular diseases occur more than twice                         
as often as the next leading cause of death (respiratory diseases), demonstrating the need to solve                               
the problem of prevalent cardiovascular disease in these rural regions. Something else to note is                             






For more information on the need to implement our solution in rural nations such as                             
India, please refer to Appendix A. This section contains information about a study performed by                             









An electrocardiogram, or ECG (also known as EKG), is a medical device used to record                             
electrical activity from muscle contractions in the heart. The sensors that collect the ECG data                             
are called electrodes and these attach to the surface of the skin on four different quadrants on the                                   
body. This analog data is transmitted to hardware devices that amplify, digitize, and filter the                             
incoming signal. Software then analyzes this new digital data and plots it on a graph. This ECG                                 
wave  can  then  be  analyzed  by  a  doctor  who  will  then  give  the  patient  a  diagnosis.  
An ECG wave contains five different intervals: P, Q, R, S, and T waves (refer to Figure                                 
2.1 below). The  P wave, indicates atrial depolarization in which the  atria contracts (atrium or                             
upper chamber of the heart) and receives blood from the veins and forces it into the ventricles.                                 
The QRS complex refers to the combination of the Q, R, and S waves, and indicates ventricular                                 
depolarization and contraction (ventricular systole). The T Wave indicates ventricular                   
repolarization, in which the  ventricles relax following depolarization and contraction.  If these                       
waveforms vary too much in any interval, this would mean the patient has an irregular heartbeat                               
which is called heart arrhythmia. There are many different types of arrhythmias, but we chose to                               
focus on atrial fibrillation which also happens to be the most common type of heart arrhythmia.                               
Atrial fibrillation occurs when the patient’s heart has irregular palpitations, caused by irregular                         
nerve rhythms that occur in the right atrium. Atrial fibrillation causes an irregular QRS complex                             
and a non­existent P­Wave. Both of these irregularities are easy to spot on an ECG reading,                               






There are many different affordable ECG devices on the market, however the fact that a                             
doctor has to be on site with the patient to make the diagnosis makes these devices much less                                   
efficient. In the developing world, well trained doctors are often scarce, so putting this burden on                               
the few doctors that are stationed in these countries is not ideal. Additionally, because many                             
patients live far away from healthcare offices, the travel time puts another burden on these                             








When we started this project, our goal was to reduce the burden associated with screening                             
remote populations for atrial fibrillation. In order to accomplish this, we adopted an existing                           
design for a frugally­built SMS­ECG device; we then worked to both improve the device and                             
develop a supporting suite of software to enable its use as a screening tool. Our solution was                                 
therefore composed of two parts ­ the reengineered SMS­ECG device and a software backend                           
capable  of  talking  to  the  device.  
Our device is a fairly simple combination of a microcontroller, an electrical signal                         
processor, and cellular transmitter. Attached to all of this is a SIM card and a set of ECG leads. In                                       
principle, the user will attach the ECG leads to the patient’s chest and simply press a button on                                   
the microcontroller to begin reading in data from the signal processor. Once the signal processor                             
has finished taking a reading, the microcontroller will process the data into a series of SMS                               
messages,  which  will  then  be  sent  to  our  server  via  the  transmitter. 
The data is sent via the regional cell phone network to a phone number tied to our EKG                                   
database.  This number is associated with a Google web application that forwards the text in the                               
form of an email to our backend server, hosted on the Google Cloud platform. Our backend                               
reassembles  and  parses  the  text  messages  into  a  single  reading,  which  is  stored  in  our  database. 
Each ECG reading stored in our database can then be displayed on our website, where a                               
doctor can view and diagnose these readings. As is customary for such charts, the data is plotted                                 
as a time­series line graph, with each data point indicating the voltage difference detected by our                               
ECG. While our readings won’t have the same precision and sophistication of more expensive                           
ECGs, they will help to indicate whether or not a patient should seek additional treatment. At this                                 






In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we will define the requirements and design constraints of our system,                               
including both the ECG device and the supporting software. The functional requirements define                         
what our system must be able to do. Next, the non­functional requirements define how our                             














Design Constraints: After considering our intended user, and the previous work done on this                           
system,  the  following  limitations  apply  to  the  device  we  will  design: 





Functional Requirements: In order to satisfy the needs of our user, the software we will design                               
must  be  able  to  fulfill  the  following  requirements: 
● The software must be able to accurately receive and store the information being sent from                             
our  ECG  device. 
● The system must provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for displaying waveform data                         
to authorized doctors. The interface must allow doctors to provide feedback on each                         
reading,  which  will  be  stored  in  our  system.  
 
Non­functional Requirements: In order to fully realize our vision for this system, the software                           
we’ll  design  should  fulfill  the  following  non­functional  requirements: 
● In order to reduce the technical burden on the user, our GUI should be intuitive and easy                                 
to  use. 
● In order to make the system effective for mass­screening, the system must allow a doctor                             
to  efficiently  view  and  respond  to  each  waveform. 
 
Design Constraints: After considering our intended uses for the device, and the previous work                           
done  on  this  system,  our  software  will  be  restricted  by  the  following  constraints. 
● Our software must be able to receive waveform data via SMS message sent to a phone                               
number. 











Our system is composed of four major components: the SMS­ECG device, a data                         
transportation pipeline, backend service, and a web interface. As the layout in Figure 5.1                           
suggests, the SMS­ECG device will gather readings and send them to the backend service                           
through our data transportation pipeline. Once the backend service receives a complete reading,                         
it will store the reading in a database and make it available to doctors via the website interface it                                     





Because we don’t make explicit considerations for relaying diagnoses back to the patients, we                           
expect the organization using our system to handle the responses appropriately given local                         





The flowchart seen in Figure 5.2 below illustrates the entire sequence of steps test                           
administrators will follow in order to successfully screen patients with our ECG device. First the                             
test administrator will power on the device and attach the ECG leads to the patient’s chest in                                 
proper locations to starting patient screening. The device will then begin reading in electrical                           
signals from the patient’s body and process them into sendable data. Once the the patient’s test is                                 
finished, the ECG leads will be removed from the patient’s chest, and the device will                             






The test administrator can now screen another patient or safely power off the device if they are                                 
finished. 
5.3  Website  Activity  Diagram 
The flowchart seen in Figure 5.3 below demonstrates the sequence of steps a doctor will                             
follow in order to view and diagnose patient's ECG readings. First the doctor will login using                               
their assigned username and password. Once the doctor logs in, they will select a specific                             
community that has been screened with our device, and then select individual patient’s ECG                           






Should they choose to provide feedback, they will be prompted to submit it ­ otherwise the                               
feedback won’t be recorded. If there are more patients listed within the current community, the                             
doctor can continue to review waveforms and leave diagnoses until there are no more patients                             
from that community to analyze. From here the doctor can select a new community and repeat                               
the  process  above,  or  they  can  logout  of  the  website.  
5.4  Hardware  Architecture 
We started building the device with a standard set of ECG leads that are then attached to a                                   
specialized Analog to Digital Signal Processor (ADS) created by Texas Instruments for the                         
purpose of acquiring ECG readings. We used a standard three lead ECG configuration which are                             
mapped and connected to specific input pins on the ADS. Then using a specialized software                             
made for this ADS, we are able to collect two seconds worth of data points. Once the data points                                     
are  acquired,  they  can  then  be  sent  to  the  Arduino  Uno  where  the  data  transmission  will  begin. 
Once the ECG data arrives on the Arduino UNO, the data is then forwarded to the                               
Arduino  Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Shield. The Arduino GSM Shield                       
converts the ECG reading into an SMS to be sent to our backend software. After the data                                 
arrives at our backend software we can we can parse the ECG reading and apply a low pass filter                                     






Once the ECG data has been transmitted by the GSM shield, it must then traverse our                               
data transportation pipeline to reach the server running our backend software. Since data will be                             
sent via SMS, we need a way of receiving and translating those messages into something our                               
backend can interpret. For this we use Google Voice, an online service that acts as the                               
SMS­Email gateway for our system. We chose Google Voice because setting up a dedicated SMS                             
gateway of our own was judged to be technically and financially impractical. While the service                             
normally allows users to receive calls and texts at a unique phone number they claim, we                               
primarily utilized its ability to forward text messages in the form of emails. In order for our                                 
improvised gateway to work, we need to forward our data through two gmail accounts, after                             
which it is finally received by our server. Once the server receives a message in email­form, it                                 
parses the message body to extract the ECG waveform data. The data is then added to the stored                                   
records of our system, at which point it becomes available for doctors to view on the website.                                 
Despite the fact that this pipeline wouldn’t be suitable for a production system, it shows that the                                 
functionality we require can be implemented with existing technology and services, thus at least                           
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One of the key components of our ECG device is the ability to send complicated ECG                               
data by eliminating redundant pieces of information. Each ECG data point our hardware reads in                             






Our hardware generates 853 ECG data points every second. By knowing exactly how many                           
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samples we read per second, we can eliminate the timestamp from each data point read before                               
transmitting the data via SMS text message. This reduces the number of characters we transmit                             
per data sample by nine characters. We can then auto populate the timestamps for each ECG                               
data point when we graph this data on our website. According to the pediatric cardiologist we                               
have consulted during the duration of this project, atrial fibrillation only requires six seconds                           
worth of data points in order to detect atrial fibrillation. The total number of characters we need                                 
to send per ECG reading is 51,180 characters (10 char/sample * 853 samples/second * 6                             
seconds). It is worth noting that without Google Voice, only 160 characters per SMS text                             
message can be sent and by utilizing Google Voice we can send 1000 characters per text message                                 
(the maximum storage capacity on the Arduino UNO) because Google groups the text messages                           
together using their proprietary packet scheduling algorithm. This means that our SMS­ECG                       
device  is  able  to  transmit  our  ECG  readings  taken  in  the  field  with  only  52  text  messages.   
Previous efforts on this project were only able to reduce the number of SMS text                             
messages they sent to 256 text messages for one aggregated heartbeat. With the elimination of                             
redundant characters, our device is now able to send a fifth of that for only six seconds of                                   
heartbeat data. It is crucial for us to minimize the number of SMS text messages we send per                                   
reading due to the fact that each SMS message costs a fixed amount of money depending on                                 
which country the device is being used in. We figure that the organization distributing our                             
SMS­ECG device throughout the world would also pay for SMS text message service plan.                           








In order to get an ECG signal that can be analyzed by and populated on our server, the                                   
raw ECG data coming from the patient must first be filtered. Noise is one of the biggest concerns                                   
of an ECG because a noisy signal prevents a doctor to make a proper diagnosis. We used the                                   
Texas Instruments ADS1293EVM for ECG applications to digitize the raw ECG data and then                           
send this to the Arduino. For our project, we could not get the filtering functionality of the                                 
ADS1293EVM working, so the ADS1293 simply acts as an Analog to Digital Converter. Ideally,                           
one would want to get this functionality working to maximize the efficiency of the data pipeline.                               
The evaluation board (ADS1293EVM) seen in Figure 6.1 is used to support development efforts                           
while the actual chip itself is the ADS1293. The ADS1293 also features three low­power, 24­bit                             
resolution channels for ECG and an auxiliary fourth channel for analog pace detection. In                           
addition, the ADS1293 features AC and DC lead­off detection, right­leg drive capability, and                         
Wilson  and  Goldberger  terminals. 
Each of the three channels is synchronized and provides digital filtering with a cut­off                           
frequency that is programmable from 5 Hz to 1280 Hz. Each channel filter can be set                               
independently while maintaining synchronization. In addition, a lower­resolution output is                   
provided for each signal channel with a cut­off frequency programmable between 650 Hz to 2.6                             
kHz. These output signals are ideal for sensing a pace­maker signal. Each channel provides                           
enough dynamic range to handle electrode offset and motion artifacts without sacrificing                       
resolution. Each input has built­in EMI rejection that eliminates noise from RF transmitters.                         
Although the filtering functionality is delectable in theory, trying to set the parameters in practice                             
proved to be fruitless for our team. So instead we filter our ECG data on our server, after it has                                       
been transmitted by the Arduino. We will give an in depth explanation as to the design of our                                   
filter  and  how  it  works  in  section  6.5  of  this  chapter. 
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The ADS1293 is an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), meaning it was                       
specially designed for ECG­related tasks. The ADS1293, performs all of the analog signal                         
processing as well as the analog to digital conversion (ADC) with a 24­bit resolution. This high                               
resolution ADC is necessary in order to provide doctors with the most accurate data possible.                             






Although the ADS1293 is relatively expensive with its $100 price tag, the ADS1293 is                           
more accurate and has greater performance than anything we could design in the allotted time for                               
our project. However, as noted earlier, the ADS1293EVM has its shortcomings. Because of its                           
lack of popularity, finding any websites that can help solve a problem with the ADS1293EVM is                               
virtually impossible. All we had to help us was the ADS1293’s user's guide and datasheet, so any                                 
problem presented to us had to be solved by us and only us. Despite these limitations, overall the                                   





The ADS1293EVM allows the user to capture raw ECG data and plot it in real­time using                               
its microcontroller’s software. To capture data, some connection needs to be made between the                           
data producer and the four input pins (IN1,IN2,IN3,IN4) located on the left part of the ADS as                                 
seen in Figure 6.1. We bought a four­lead ECG cable configuration as seen in figure 6.2 below.                                 
The leads we bought were not shielded input cables, which was a mistake because shielded                             
cables  greatly  help  with  noise  reduction.   
The cables we have provide a four­lead ECG application. Three of the ECG leads are                             
used to create analog data while the fourth lead connects to the patient’s right leg (or the lower                                   
right section of their body) and functions as right leg drive. This right leg drive lead is used to                                     
eliminate electromagnetic interference created by the patient’s body, essentially acting as a                       





Figure 6.2.2 below shows the placement of the four ECG leads on a patient’s body. It is                                 
important to note that these leads do not have to be placed in extremely precise locations on the                                   
patient’s body. Rather the leads only need to be placed in the general region of the patient’s                                 
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The Arduino Uno is a commercially available microcontroller based on the 8­bit Atmel                         
ATmega328P architecture. Popularized by hobbyists and DIYers, the Uno was chosen for this                         
project for a variety of reasons. First, software to control the Uno is written in C, making it                                   
effective for embedded applications. Second, the Uno is well­documented, making it relatively                       
easy to develop with. Third, it is extremely affordable. Costing around $30, its cost was key to                                 
making this device as affordable as possible. This little board is truly the workhorse of our                               
device,  and  it  was  central  to  our  development  efforts. 
6.4  Arduino  Uno  and  ECG  Data  Acquisition  
In our project the Arduino Uno was used as an interface between the ADS1293EVM and                             
our SMS transmitting device, the Arduino GSM Shield. It essentially acts as a buffer that                             
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transfers the ECG data in real time to the Arduino GSM shield for transmission. The ADS1293                               





The SPI functionality works by reading and writing to the registers on the                         
ADS1293EVM. The Arduino would send a command to the SPI bus on the ADS1293 to start the                                 
data acquisition, and then the ADS would start reading the ECG data values to all of its registers.                                   
The Arduino would then constantly read the ECG data from these registers on the ADS until the                                 
reading is completed. It is worth noting that while the SPI bus is being utilized, the                               
ADS1293EVM’s software is unusable, so any real time plots need to be analyzed before usage of                               







Our project uses the Arduino GSM Shield (Figure 6.4.2) to send and receive text                           
messages. The GSM Shield was developed by the European Telecommunications Standards                     
Institute to describe protocols for digital cellular networks. This device allows us to send all of                               
the data that the Arduino receives to our server via SMS text message. In order for this device to                                     
work, the GSM Shield needs an active SIM card with a data plan. A SIM card, or subscriber                                   
identification module card, is an integrated circuit that securely stores the information used to                           
identify and authenticate subscribers on mobile telecommunications devices. The SIM card is                       
registered with a mobile telecommunications provider and must be activated through a paid                         
contract in order for the device to have access to the cellular network. Although the GSM shield                                 
is expensive at $90, its functionality was absolutely crucial for our project in that it interfaces                               
perfectly  with  the  Arduino  and  converts  all  data  to  SMS  for  us.  
6.5  Noise  Filtering  &  Results 
If our device were to be fully implemented and deployed in a developing country, the                             
filtering of the ECG noise that comes from other muscle contractions in the body would be solely                                 
done on by our backend software on the server. However, for our proof of concept project, we                                 
decided to do the filtering in Matlab. The ADS1293EVM’s software has a function that saves the                               
plot information for an ECG waveform of 2 seconds in a text file. The file is formatted into two                                     
columns with the timestamps on the left side, followed by the voltage reading on the right. We                                 
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then read this information into a Matlab script that parsed and stored this information. At this                               






Once we acquired the unfiltered information in Matlab, we applied a low pass filter to the                               
data. We completed this by converting the data using a Fast Fourier Transform, and cut out the                                 
frequencies that interfere with ECG readings. We designed a low pass filter that eliminated all                             
frequencies above 100 Hz and we also cut out the 60 Hz frequency. The 60 Hz frequency comes                                   
from power line interference created by the USB power source that runs the ADS1293EVM.                           
After the frequencies were eliminated, we then converted the data back to normal using an                             
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After applying our low pass filter to the ECG data we acquired, we went back to the                                 
cardiologist we have been in contact with to determine how accurate our data actually was. Our                               
cardiologist contact was able to confirm that our ECG reading was clean and diagnosable.                           




After putting all of the hardware and software components together for this project, we                           
are proudly able to say that we created a functional electrocardiogram device that met most of                               
our design criteria. The physical device we created can be seen in figure 6.6 below. This image                                 
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This is the physical device we used to acquire the data and ECG readings we present in this                                   
thesis. With one of the biggest concerns associated with this project being the price of our ECG                                 
device, we can happily say that the total cost of our device shown here is $250. This price                                   
includes the cost for the four main hardware components and does not include the price of the                                 
service plan accumulated by sending text messages. Since our device does not have any formal                             
casing to protect it from outside damage, it is our hopes that whoever picks up this project in the                                     










Our goal with this project was to create a proof of concept prototype that could be                               
deployed in Santa Clara, CA. This was due to the fact that we had limited time and resources to                                     
completely design all aspects of this project. The analogy our group used to describe the progress                               
we wanted to make on this project was as such: “This project is like an old used broken down                                     
car. Our goal is to work on the engine and make the car operational, it will not look pretty, but                                       
the  car  will  run.”  We  believe  that  this  goal  was  achieved.  
When deciding on the country we first wanted to deploy this device in, we narrowed                             
down on India due to our group’s exposure of the architecture that is available in India. Two of                                   
our group members have lived in and visited India, so it was a natural starting point to implement                                   
the device. India also satisfied our criteria of a rural population to implement the device in which                                 
consisted of: high cardiovascular disease prevalence, significant rural population with limited                     
access to health care, and a dependable and broad cellular network that supports SMS messaging.                             
We were able to springboard off the research that several Public Health students conducted when                             
this project was initially created, which allowed us to save months of research, going straight into                               
the  development  of  our  project.  
We realize that we ourselves would not be able to implement this device in these rural                               
populations, so it is important for us to work with local nonprofits who would have the proper                                 
licenses and distribution channels to implement a device such as this. While this device is still a                                 
ways away from completion, due to the accuracy required by medical devices, we were able to                               
develop a great proof of concept that could be used to pursue these nonprofits. Various                             
improvements  that  need  to  be  made  to  the  device  include:  
● Improving the ECG reading quality coming from the hardware device by minimizing the                         
noise  that  is  produced  from  the  ADS1293  (potentially  even  utilizing  different  hardware). 
● Work with a professional production board manufacturer to create a single board with all                           
the  capabilities  of  our  current  hardware  devices. 
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● Make various optimizations to our data transportation pipeline, and hopefully eliminate                     
the  need  for  Gmail  and  even  Google  Voice. 
● Adding a diagnostic tool to our server that can provide instantaneous diagnoses on                         
patients’  readings. 
● Improve the website to better display readings and feedback, along with adding additional                         
functionality  such  as  big  data  analysis. 
 
Our group acquired a great deal of technical skills while working on this project, but                             
some of the lessons we learned go beyond just technical know how. Over the course of our                                 
project, we encountered several challenges that taught us valuable lessons about engineering and                         
life in general. First and foremost of these challenges was time­management. From this challenge                           
we learned to be more realistic in terms of our planning and our expectations. It is imperative to                                   
focus on small, relatively simple tasks which help to keep momentum going over the course of a                                 
project. A slightly more technical challenge we encountered was that of hardware compatibility.                         
While the use of multiple small/inexpensive boards was helpful in creating a prototype, it                           
ultimately limited our options. In addressing these issues, we learned the necessity of testing                           
hardware extensively and having several alternatives prepared. Finally, we learned about the                       
importance of bringing in outside expertise. After struggling with our ECG readings for some                           
time, one of our professional contacts finally told us that some of our wiring connections were                               
unsuitable for use in an ECG. Through all of these lessons and our work on this project, we can                                     
definitively state that we learned a great deal about not only ECG devices, but engineering and                               
life as well. We are proud of the progress that we made on this project. It is our hope that future                                         







GE India has developed a low­cost alternative to traditional methods, priced at $500 and                           
manufactured to be easy to use and repair. However, this device still requires a physician to be                                 
available either on­site or within a short distance to interpret the results, a luxury that many                               
low­income  rural  areas  do  not  have.  
The World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2014 Global Status Report on                   
Noncommunicable Diseases (NCDs) indicated that chronic diseases, including cardiovascular                 
disease, contributed to 68% of all deaths in 2012. Unsurprisingly, 75% of attributable NCD                           
deaths occurred in middle­ and low­income countries, with almost half of such deaths due to                             
cardiovascular disease. It is estimated that between 2011 and 2025, NCDs will contribute to $7                             
trillion in economic losses. Subsequent loss of productivity, premature deaths and cost of                         
addressing, preventing and treating NCDs effectively prevent progress in alleviating poverty in                       
developing  nations.  [2]  
Insufficient primary care, including access to physicians, technologies, tests and                   
treatments contributes to widening gaps in cardiovascular disease outcomes between                   
high­income and middle­ to low­income countries. Limited access to sufficient care in                       
developing nations often leads to delays in treatment, unnecessary complications and high                       
out­of­pocket  costs.  [2]  
Plausible  Country  Utilization  
Successful application and utilization of the proposed frugal innovation requires three                     
basic components. The proposed region must 1) show a high prevalence of heart disease 2) serve                               
a rural population with limited access to health resources, and 3) have reliable and widespread                             
access  to  cellular  networks,  specifically  SMS.  
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For the purpose of this report, the Engineering World Health (EWH) team investigated                         
three at­risk countries: South Africa, Cambodia and India. All three countries were considered                         




● Ischemic heart disease and hypertensive heart disease are considered two of the top ten                           
causes  of  death,  killing  29,400  and  16,600  people,  respectively  [2] 
● The WHO cites CVD as the second highest cause of DALYs for South Africans.                           
Hypertensive heart disease has continued to rise as a leading cause of death in South                             
Africa. [3] The disability­adjusted life year (DALY) is a measure of overall disease                         
burden,  expressed  as  the  number  of  years  lost  due  to  ill­health,  disability  or  early  death. 
Cambodia: 
● Ischemic heart disease was the leading cause of death in 2012, accounting for over 10%                             
of all fatalities (85,000 people). Its crude rate has continued to increase over the past                             
decade.  [4] 
India: 
● Ischemic heart disease and hypertension are considered leading causes of death, killing                       





● The South African government offers free basic level health care, yet the public system                           
has been stretched thin by having to care for 80% of the population. The private sector of                                 
health care caters to middle­ or upper­class citizens, leaving the majority of people                         
without  access  to  high  quality  medical  services.  [7] 
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● An estimated 13.8% of all health expenditures in South Africa were out­of­pocket costs                         
[8]. In 2012, South Africa began implementing a National Health Insurance scheme to be                           
carried out over a span of 14 years, which aims to enhance public health through                             
improved  facilities,  management  and  access  to  services  [7].  
Cambodia:  
● 80.5% of the Cambodian population lives in rural areas, with health facilities serving                         
between  10,000  and  20,000  people  each  [8].  
● The Cambodian government subsidizes a minimum health care package for all citizens,                       
but only 43% of health centers and clinics reported follow­through with such care.                         
Cambodia is notably short on physicians, medications and equipment. Availability and                     
accessibility  are  pressing  issues  for  Cambodians  [8].  
● Cambodia is estimated to have one of the largest out­of­pocket costs in the Western                           
Pacific Region, accounting for 73.1% of all health expenditures. The Cambodian                     




● India is ranked 112 on the World Systems Ranking [5]. 50­60% of government services                           
include Primary Health Management. Due to limited infrastructure and resources,                   
universal  care  has  not  succeeded.  Rural  access  to  health  care  is  incredibly  limited  [9].  
● Health care is financed through the government, similar to the U.S. The political climate                           
and limited funding towards the system improvement has created disparities between                     
private  and  public  facilities  [10]. 







● In 2015, 89% of South Africans owned a cell phone [11]. The African Health                           
Observatory estimates that in low­ and middle­income areas, infrastructure for mobile                     
phones  has  outpaced  that  for  roads  and  electricity  [12].  
Cambodia: 
● In 2015, survey results estimated there were 134 cellular phone subscriptions for every                         
100 people [13]. This indicates that a large number of Cambodians may have more than                             
one  cellular  subscription  [13].  
India: 
● Widespread use of mobile telephone networks with over 6,000,000 new mobile                     
subscriptions  added  each  month.  In  2008,  75%  of  the  population  had  cellular  access  [9]. 
Clinical  Perspective  
In order to gain a medical perspective of the innovation, the EWH team conducted                           
informational interviews with professionals with a health care background who have experience                       
working in rural and/or developing contexts.  In particular, one professional we met with was Dr.                             
Peter Elliott. Dr. Elliot worked at the Bedford Orthopedic Hospital in Mthatha, South Africa for                             
two months during his medical training. After discussing the design and proposed usage of the                             
ECG  device,  Dr.  Elliott  offered  his  perspective  on  in­field  implementation.  
Dr. Elliott’s main recommendation was to take into account the fact that ECG devices are,                             
as stated, used for diagnostic rather than therapeutic purposes. Dr. Elliott urged the team to                             
consider what follow­up steps or resources would be available once a cardiovascular disease was                           
identified in this context. While screening may be helpful, it might not add benefit to a person                                 
living in a rural and developing country context if after screening the patient still has no access to                                   
treatment. Dr. Elliott thus concluded that, in many areas like the one this device is targeting, it is                                   
often most efficient and beneficial to address issues that can be fixed using one­time therapies.                             
He discussed the example of hernia operations in Haiti, which drastically improve quality of life                             
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but can be accomplished through a single surgery. As Dr. Elliott continued, “there [are] not a lot                                 
of things you can find out on an [ECG] (with the exception of many pediatric congenital                               
conditions.  .  .  )  [that]  you  can  diagnose  and  then  fix  immediately  and  definitively  like  a  hernia.”  
Moving forward with Dr. Elliott’s feedback, it would be important, in order to maintain                           
the objective of improving health in these areas, that the ECG device be utilized by an                               
organization that can provide follow­up resources and care, even to rural populations, once                         
conditions  have  been  identified.  
Another informational interview was conducted with Dr. Jeff Kinyon, a DO/MPH                     
physician in Paterson, NJ. After his residency in Emergency Medicine, Dr. Kinyon traveled to                           
regions in Africa and India and focused on teaching local practitioners techniques of streamlining                           
delivery of health care. After discussing the design and proposed usage of the ECG device, Dr.                               
Kinyon  offered  a  more  practical  perspective.  
Dr. Kinyon’s main recommendation was to consider the lack of infrastructure in most of                           
these countries, especially India. With a majority of the citizens living in rural areas, delivery of                               
health care is vital and mobile technology is a prevalent and rapidly growing sector in the                               
country. Apart from access to physicians who could accurately read the ECG, Dr. Kinyon                           
mentioned the multitude of other factors that could limit the potential for such a device, which                               
include: proximal access to physicians for rural populations, access to medication, and having a                           
codified method as to interpreting the results. In addition, he mentioned that a critical component                             
of ischemic heart disease is an individual’s lifestyle and their behavioral choices. When focusing                           
on a country like India, the components of the lifestyle factor into one’s risk and behavioral                               
modification and education are important ways of implementing sustainable change. Similar to                       
Dr. Elliot’s feedback for using the ECG in rural populations, access to treatment should be                             
coupled  to  maximize  benefits  of  the  device.  
Finally, Sarah Shannon, the executive director of Hesperian Health Guides, an                     
organization that has provided health knowledge and tools to 221 countries and territories                         
worldwide, offered her public health perspective on the ECG device. Since one of Hesperian’s                           
main goals is empowerment of the community concerning health issues, Shannon raised the issue                           
of whether the ECG device would truly empower the people. She felt that the community would                               
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be better helped by a physical doctor’s visit rather than sending the ECG data to doctors via SMS                                   
because, with more in­field contact and more time, “the doctors’ practice would be better                           
grounded in the real­life obstacles to preventing and treating illnesses in hard­to­reach places.” A                           
way it could be positively used for people’s empowerment is if “locally they can do something                               
directly and constructively with the information they gain.” Again, taking Dr. Elliott’s and Dr.                           
Kinyon’s feedback into account, overall access to information and treatment needs to be made                           
more  accessible  in  the  rural  populations  the  device  would  be  used  by.  
Furthermore, Shannon suggested that the ECG device would be best utilized with                       
accompanying tools such as those for measuring and tracking high blood pressure in order to                             
promote a broader intervention addressing heart conditions and causes. Shannon also inquired                       
into the durability and affordability of the device. As a product of the Frugal Innovation Hub, the                                 
engineering team is attempting to keep the device as affordable as possible while maintaining                           
that it will be sustainable in rural conditions. With this in mind, it would be advisable that, when                                   
searching out organizations to utilize the device, the engineering team focus on the                         
empowerment of the community as well as broader public health interventions to address other                           
prevention  strategies  and  identify  further  risk  factors  related  to  CVD. 
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Appendix  B 
This  appendix  includes  the  source  code  for  our  server  backend. 
 
Server  Code 
Main.py: 
 
import  os   
   
  #Google  App  Engine  Modules 
  import  webapp2 
  import  jinja2 
  import  logging 
  from  google.appengine.ext  import  ndb 
   
 
  #LongWave  Modules 
  import  models 
  import  sampleData 
   
 
  #Global  Variables 
  env  =  jinja2.Environment( loader  = 
jinja2.FileSystemLoader(os.path.dirname( __file__ ))) 
   
 
  class  Comment : 
      def  __init__ (self,  author,  text): 
          self .author  =  author 
          self .text  =  text 
   
 
  def  standard_template (): 
      std_dict  =  {} 
      return  std_dict 
   
 
  def  parseBody (bodyText): 
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      bodyArray  =  bodyText.split( "," ) 
      dataArray  =  [] 
   
 
      for  numstr  in  bodyArray: 
          #logging.info(numstr) 
          dataArray.append( float (numstr)) 
   
 
      return  dataArray 
   
 
  def  getCommentTuples (raw_comments): 
      commentObjList  =  [] 
   
 
      for  comment_string  in  raw_comments: 
          if  comment_string.find( ":" )  !=  ‐ 1 : 
              author  =  comment_string.split( ":" )[ 0 ] 
              comment  =  comment_string.split( ":" )[ 1 ] 
              commentObjList.append(Comment(author,  comment)) 
          else : 
              commentObjList.append(Comment( "Anonymous" ,  comment_string)) 
   
 
          for  comment  in  commentObjList: 
              if  comment.author  ==  "Anonymous" : 
                  commentObjList.remove(comment) 
   
 
      return  commentObjList 
   
 
  class  Login ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          if  ( self .request.cookies.get( 'longWaveAuth' )  ==  'True' ): 
              self .redirect( '/dashboard' ) 
          else : 
              template  =  env.get_template( '/html/bootstrap_login.html' ) 
              self .response.out.write(template.render()) 
   
 
      def  post (self): 
          #Get  username  and  password  strings  from  login  form  post  request 
          loginEmail  =  self .request.get( 'email' ) 
          loginPassword  =  self .request.get( 'password' ) 
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          user_profile  =  models.User.query(models.User.email  ==  loginEmail).get() 
   
 
          if (user_profile  !=  None )  and  (loginPassword  ==  user_profile.password): 
              self .response.set_cookie( 'longWaveAuth' ,  'True' ,  max_age = 3600 , 
path = '/' ) 
              self .response.set_cookie( 'longWaveUser' ,  loginEmail,  max_age = 3600 , 
path = '/' ) 
              self .redirect( '/regionalDashboard' ) 
   
 
          else : 
              self .response.delete_cookie( 'longWaveAuth' ) 
              self .response.out.write( "<h2>Invalid  Username/Password 
Combination</h2><br><a  href=\"/login\">Return  to  Login</a>" ) 
   
 
  class  Logout ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          self .response.delete_cookie( 'longWaveAuth' ) 
          self .redirect( '/login' ) 
   
 
  class  CreateUser ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          template  =  env.get_template( '/html/bootstrap_createuser.html' ) 
          self .response.out.write(template.render( message = "What's  your  admin 
key?" )) 
   
 
      def  post (self): 
          new_email  =  self .request.get( 'email' ) 
          new_password  =  self .request.get( 'password' ) 
          security_key  =  self .request.get( 'key' ) 
          template  =  env.get_template( '/html/bootstrap_createuser.html' ) 
   
 
          if (security_key  ==  "gusIsAwesome" ): 
              new_user  =  models.User( email = new_email,  password = new_password) 
              user_key  =  new_user.put() 
              self .response.out.write(template.render( message = "<span 
style='color:green'>User  Created!</span>" )) 
   
 
          else : 
              self .response.out.write(template.render( message = "<span 
style='color:red'>You're  not  an  admin!  Bugger  off!</span>" )) 
   
 
  class  RegionalDashboard ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
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      def  get (self): 
          if ( self .request.cookies.get( 'longWaveAuth' )  !=  'True' ): 
              self .redirect( '/login' ) 
          else : 
              template_values  =  standard_template() 
              template  =  env.get_template( '/html/bootstrap_community.html' ) 
              self .response.out.write(template.render(template_values)) 
   
 
  class  CommunityDashboard ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          if ( self .request.cookies.get( 'longWaveAuth' )  !=  'True' ): 
              self .redirect( '/login' ) 
          else : 
              community  =  self .request.get( 'community' ) 
              logging.info(community) 
   
 
              #Get  all  records,  load  into  template  array 
              record_query  =  models.Packet.query() 
              record_list  =  record_query.fetch() 
   
 
              template_values  =  standard_template() 
              template_values[ 'record_list' ]  =  record_list 
   
 
              template  =  env.get_template( '/html/bootstrap_dashboard.html' ) 
              self .response.out.write(template.render(template_values)) 
   
 
  class  RemoveRecord ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  post (self): 
          url_key  =  self .request.get( 'url_key' ) 
          record  =  ndb.Key( urlsafe = url_key).get() 
          record.key.delete() 
          self .redirect( '/dashboard' ) 
   
 
  class  RemoveComment ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          url_key  =  self .request.get( 'url_key' ) 
          comment_text  =  self .request.get( 'comment_text' ) 
          record  =  ndb.Key( urlsafe = url_key).get() 
          old_comments  =  record.doctorFeedback 
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          if  comment_text  in  old_comments: 
              old_comments.remove(comment_text) 
   
 
          record.doctorFeedback  =  old_comments 
          record.put() 
          self .redirect( '/viewData?url_key='  +  url_key) 
   
 
  class  ViewData ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  get (self): 
          if ( self .request.cookies.get( 'longWaveAuth' )  !=  'True' ): 
              self .redirect( '/login' ) 
   
 
          else : 
              url_key  =  self .request.get( 'url_key' ) 
              record  =  ndb.Key( urlsafe = url_key).get() 
   
 
              template_values  =  standard_template() 
   
 
              template_values[ "sample" ]  =  parseBody(record.body) 
              template_values[ "patientName" ]  =  record.patientName 
              template_values[ "readingDate" ]  =   record.date 
              template_values[ "urlsafe" ]  =  record.key.urlsafe() 
              template_values[ "afib_flag" ]  =  record.afib_flag 
   
 
              template_values[ "comment_list" ]  = 
getCommentTuples( list (record.doctorFeedback)) 
   
 
              template  =  env.get_template( '/html/view_data.html' ) 
              self .response.out.write(template.render(template_values)) 
   
 
  class  SendFeedback ( webapp2 . RequestHandler ): 
      def  post (self): 
          url_key  =  self .request.get( 'url_key' ) 
          new_comment  =  self .request.get( 'new_comment' ) 
   
 
          if  len ( self .request.get( 'afib_flag' ))  >  0 : 
              afib_flag  =  True 
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          else : 
              afib_flag  =  False 
   
 
          author  =  self .request.cookies.get( 'longWaveUser' ) 
   
 
          record  =  ndb.Key( urlsafe = url_key).get() 
          record.doctorFeedback.append(author  +  ":"  +  new_comment) 
          record.afib_flag  =  afib_flag 
          record.put() 
   
 
          self .redirect( '/viewData?url_key='  +  url_key) 
   
 
  app  =  webapp2.WSGIApplication([ 
      ( '/' ,  Login), 
      ( '/login' ,  Login), 
      ( '/logout' ,  Logout), 
      ( '/regionalDashboard' ,  RegionalDashboard), 
      ( '/dashboard' ,  CommunityDashboard), 
      ( '/createuser' ,  CreateUser), 
      ( '/removerecord' ,  RemoveRecord), 
      ( '/removecomment' ,  RemoveComment), 
      ( '/sendFeedback' ,  SendFeedback), 
      ( '/viewData' ,  ViewData) 
  ],  debug = True ) 
 
handle_incoming_email.py: 
 
# 
Pytho
n 
Modul
es 
 
  import  json 
  import  time 
  import  random 
   
 
  #  Google  App  Engine  Modules 
  import  logging 
  import  webapp2 
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  from  google.appengine.ext.webapp.mail_handlers  import  InboundMailHandler 
   
 
  #  Project  Specific  Modules 
  import  models 
   
 
  class  LogSenderHandler ( InboundMailHandler ): 
      def  receive (self,  mail_message): 
          plaintext_bodies  =  mail_message.bodies( 'text/plain' ) 
   
 
          for  content_type,  body  in  plaintext_bodies: 
              plaintext  =  body.decode() 
   
 
              #  Google  emails  have  a  bunch  of  junk  data  appended  to  them.  This  splits 
the  body 
              #    after  the  first  word  of  google‐text,  and  only  keeps  the  first  part, 
which  contains 
              #    all  of  our  data. 
              parsed_body  =  str (plaintext.split( 'YOUR' )[ 0 ]) 
   
 
              '''  DEBUGGING  LOGS  ''' 
              #logging.info("Received  a  message  from:  "  +  mail_message.sender) 
              #logging.info("Length  (Plain  Text):  %d.",  len(plaintext)) 
              #logging.info("Body  (Plain  Text):  %s",  str(plaintext)) 
              '''  /DEBUGGING  LOGS  ''' 
   
 
              rand_list  =  [] 
              for  i  in  range ( 0 , 7 ): 
                  rand_list.append(random.randint( 0 , 9 )) 
   
 
              patient_ID  =  str (rand_list[ 0 ])  +  str (rand_list[ 1 ])  +  str (rand_list[ 2 ]) 
+  "‐"  +  str (rand_list[ 3 ])  +  str (rand_list[ 4 ])  +  str (rand_list[ 5 ])  + 
str (rand_list[ 6 ]) 
   
 
              now  =  time.strftime( " %c " ) 
              newEntry  =  models.Packet( source = str (mail_message.sender), 
body = parsed_body,  date = str (now),  patientName = "Patient  #" + patient_ID, 
doctorFeedback = "" ,  afib_flag = False ) 
              newKey  =  newEntry.put() 
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  app  =  webapp2.WSGIApplication([LogSenderHandler.mapping()],  debug = True ) 
 
models.py: 
 
from  google.appengine.ext 
import  ndb   
   
 
  ''' 
  CLASS:   Packet 
  DESCRIPTION:  An  NDB  model  which  stores  an  individual 
email‐packet's  worth  of 
  data. 
  ''' 
  class  Packet ( ndb . Model ): 
      source  =  ndb.StringProperty()  #Email  or  Phone  number  this 
packet  originated  from 
      date  =  ndb.StringProperty()  #Timestamp  for  when  message  was 
recieved 
   
 
      body  =  ndb.StringProperty( indexed = False )  #The  raw  body  of 
the  text  message 
   
 
      patientName  =  ndb.StringProperty() 
      doctorFeedback  =  ndb.StringProperty( repeated = True ) 
      afib_flag  =  ndb.BooleanProperty() 
   
 
  ''' 
  CLASS:   User 
  DESCRIPTION:  An  NDB  model  which  stores  an  individual  user's 
information. 
  ''' 
  class  User ( ndb . Model ): 
      email  =  ndb.StringProperty() 
      password  =  ndb.StringProperty()  # TODO :  Make  this  a  hash 
 
App.yaml: 
 
  runtime :  python27 
  api_version :  1 
  threadsafe :  true 
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  inbound_services : 
  ‐  mail 
   
 
  libraries : 
  ‐  name :  webapp2 
    version :  latest 
  ‐  name :  jinja2 
    version :  latest 
   
 
  handlers : 
  ‐  url :  /css 
    static_dir :  css 
  ‐  url :  /js 
    static_dir :  js 
  ‐  url :  /rsrc 
    static_dir :  rsrc 
  ‐  url :  /bootstrap_vendor 
    static_dir :  bootstrap_vendor 
   
 
  ‐  url :  /_ah/mail/.+ 
    script :  handle_incoming_email.app 
    login :  admin 
   
 
  ‐  url :  /.* 
    script :  main.app 
   
 
   
 
  #  [START  handle_incoming_email] 
  #‐  url:  /_ah/mail/.+ 
  #   script: 
handle_incoming_email.app 
  #   login:  admin 
  #  [END  handle_incoming_email] 
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Website  Code 
flot_data.js 
 
//Flot  Line 
Chart   
  $ ( document ). ready ( function ()  { 
   
 
      var  offset  =  0 ; 
      plot (); 
   
 
      function  plot ()  { 
          var  sin  =  [], 
              cos  =  []; 
          for  ( var  i  =  0 ;  i  <  12 ;  i  +=  0.2 )  { 
              sin. push ([i,  Math . sin (i  +  offset)]); 
              cos. push ([i,  Math . cos (i  +  offset)]); 
          } 
   
 
          var  options  =  { 
              series :  { 
                  lines :  { 
                      show :  true 
                  }, 
                  points :  { 
                      show :  true 
                  } 
              }, 
              grid :  { 
                  hoverable :  true  //IMPORTANT!  this  is  needed  for  tooltip 
to  work 
              }, 
              yaxis :  { 
                  min :  ‐ 1.2 , 
                  max :  1.2 
              }, 
              tooltip :  true , 
              tooltipOpts :  { 
                  content :  "'%s'  of  %x.1  is  %y.4" , 
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                  shifts :  { 
                      x :  ‐ 60 , 
                      y :  25 
                  } 
              } 
          }; 
   
 
          var  plotObj  =  $. plot ( $ ( "#flot‐line‐chart" ),  [{ 
                  data :  sin, 
                  label :  "sin(x)" 
              },  { 
                  data :  cos, 
                  label :  "cos(x)" 
              }], 
              options); 
      } 
  }); 
View_data.html 
 
<!DOCTYP
E  html>   
  < html  lang = "en" > 
   
 
  < head > 
   
 
      < meta  charset = "utf‐8" > 
      < meta  http‐equiv = "X‐UA‐Compatible"  content = "IE=edge" > 
      < meta  name = "viewport"  content = "width=device‐width,  initial‐scale=1" > 
      < meta  name = "description"  content = "" > 
      < meta  name = "author"  content = "" > 
   
 
      < title >Longwave  ‐  View  Data</ title > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  MetisMenu  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
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      <!‐‐  Custom  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/css/sb‐admin‐2.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Morris  Charts  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/morrisjs/morris.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Fonts  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/font‐awesome/css/font‐awesome.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet"  type = "text/css" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  HTML5  Shim  and  Respond.js  IE8  support  of  HTML5  elements  and  media 
queries  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐  WARNING:  Respond.js  doesn't  work  if  you  view  the  page  via  file://  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐[if  lt  IE  9]> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/html5shiv/3.7.0/html5shiv.js"></script> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/respond.js/1.4.2/respond.min.js"></script> 
      <![endif]‐‐> 
   
 
  </ head > 
   
 
  < body > 
   
 
      < div  id = "wrapper" > 
   
 
          <!‐‐  Navigation  ‐‐> 
          < nav  class = "navbar  navbar‐default  navbar‐static‐top"  role = "navigation" 
style = "margin‐bottom:  0" > 
            < div  class = "navbar‐header" > 
                < button  type = "button"  class = "navbar‐toggle"  data‐toggle = "collapse" 
data‐target = ".navbar‐collapse" > 
                    < span  class = "sr‐only" >Toggle  navigation</ span > 
                    < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                    < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                    < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                </ button > 
                < a  class = "navbar‐brand"  href = "/regionalDashboard" >LongWave  Viewer 
v0.5</ a > 
            </ div > 
            <!‐‐  /.navbar‐header  ‐‐> 
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            < ul  class = "nav  navbar‐top‐links  navbar‐right" > 
                <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
                < li  class = "dropdown" > 
                    < a  class = "dropdown‐toggle"  data‐toggle = "dropdown"  href = "#" > 
                        < i  class = "fa  fa‐user  fa‐fw" ></ i >  < i  class = "fa 
fa‐caret‐down" ></ i > 
                    </ a > 
                    < ul  class = "dropdown‐menu  dropdown‐user" > 
                        < li >< a  href = "/logout" >< i  class = "fa  fa‐sign‐out  fa‐fw" ></ i > 
Logout</ a > 
                        </ li > 
                    </ ul > 
                    <!‐‐  /.dropdown‐user  ‐‐> 
                </ li > 
                <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
            </ ul > 
            <!‐‐  /.navbar‐top‐links  ‐‐> 
        </ nav > 
   
 
          < div  id = "page‐wrapper" > 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < h1  class = "page‐header" >{{patientName}}</ h1 > 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.row  ‐‐> 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐8" > 
                      < div  class = "panel  panel‐default" > 
                          < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                            < p > 
                              {%  if  afib_flag  %} 
                              < h5  style = "color:red" >< b >FLAGGED  FOR  AFIB</ b ></ h5 > 
                              {%  endif  %} 
                              < b >{{readingDate}}</ b > 
                            </ p > 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐heading  ‐‐> 
                          < div  class = "panel‐body" > 
                            <!‐‐ 
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                              <div  style="layout:inline‐block;  float:left; 
margin‐right:20px"> 
                                <p>Voltage  (millivolts)</p> 
                              </div> 
                            ‐‐> 
                              < div  class = "flot‐chart" > 
                                  < div  class = "flot‐chart‐content" 
id = "flot‐line‐chart" ></ div > 
                              </ div > 
                              < div > 
                                < p  style = "margin‐left:  375px" >Time  Elapsed 
(seconds)</ p > 
                              </ div > 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐body  ‐‐> 
                      </ div > 
                      <!‐‐  /.panel  ‐‐> 
                  </ div > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐4" > 
                    < div  class = "panel  panel‐default" > 
                      < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                        < b >Doctor  Feedback</ b > 
                      </ div > 
                      < div  class = "panel‐body" > 
                        {%  for  comment  in  comment_list  %} 
                        < div  class = "panel  panel‐default" > 
                          < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                            {{comment.author}} 
                            < div  style = "float:  right;  margin‐top:  ‐5px" > 
                              < form  action = "/removecomment"  method = "get" > 
                                < button  type = "submit"  class = "btn  btn‐danger 
btn‐sm" >Remove</ button > 
                                < input  type = "hidden"  value = "{{urlsafe}}" 
name = "url_key" > 
                                < input  type = "hidden"  value = "{{comment.author  +  " : " 
+  comment.text}}"  name = "comment_text" > 
                              </ form ></ div > 
                          </ div > 
                          < div  class = "panel‐body" >{{comment.text}}</ div > 
                        </ div > 
                        {%  endfor  %} 
                        < form  method = "post"  action = "/sendFeedback" > 
   
 
                          < div  class = "form‐group" > 
                            < label  for = "comment" >Provide  Feeback:</ label > 
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                            < textarea  class = "form‐control"  rows = "5"  id = "comment" 
name = "new_comment" ></ textarea > 
                          </ div > 
                          < div  class = "checkbox" > 
                            < label >< input  type = "checkbox"  value = "True" 
name = "afib_flag" >Atrial  Fibrillation</ label > 
                          </ div > 
   
 
                          < input  type = "hidden"  value = "{{urlsafe}}"  name = "url_key" > 
                          < button  type = "submit"  class = "btn 
btn‐primary" >Submit</ button > 
   
 
                        </ form > 
                      </ div > 
                  </ div > 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.row  ‐‐> 
          </ div > 
          <!‐‐  /#page‐wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      </ div > 
      <!‐‐  /#wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  jQuery  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/jquery/jquery.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/js/bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Metis  Menu  Plugin  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Flot  Charts  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/excanvas.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.pie.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.resize.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.time.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot‐tooltip/jquery.flot.tooltip.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/rsrc/flot‐data.js" ></ script > 
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      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      < meta  id = "sampleData"   data‐datapoints = "{{sample}}" > 
      < script > 
        var  js_var  =  $ ( '#sampleData' ). data (); 
        console . log (js_var[ "datapoints" ]) 
   
        //Flot  Line  Chart 
        $ ( document ). ready ( function ()  { 
            var  offset  =  0 ; 
            plot (); 
   
            function  plot ()  { 
                var  voltages  =  []; 
                count  =  0 ; 
                for  ( var  i  =  0 ;  i  <  js_var[ "datapoints" ]. length ;  i ++ )  { 
                    voltages. push ([count,  js_var[ "datapoints" ][i]]); 
                    count  +=  0.004 
                } 
   
                var  options  =  { 
                    series :  { 
                        lines :  { 
                            show :  true 
                        }, 
                        points :  { 
                            show :  false 
                        } 
                    }, 
                    grid :  { 
                        hoverable :  true  //IMPORTANT!  this  is  needed  for  tooltip  to 
work 
                    }, 
                    yaxis :  { 
                        min :  ‐ 1.0 , 
                        max :  1.0 
                    }, 
                    tooltip :  true , 
                    tooltipOpts :  { 
                        content :  "'%s'  of  %x.1  is  %y.4" , 
                        shifts :  { 
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                            x :  ‐ 60 , 
                            y :  25 
                        } 
                    } 
                }; 
   
                var  plotObj  =  $. plot ( $ ( "#flot‐line‐chart" ), 
                      [{ 
                        data :  voltages, 
                        label :  "mV/t" 
                      }], 
                    options); 
            } 
        }); 
      </ script > 
  </ body > 
  </ html > 
Bootstrap_login.html 
 
<!DOCTY
PE 
html> 
 
  < html  lang = "en" > 
   
 
  < head > 
   
 
      < meta  charset = "utf‐8" > 
      < meta  http‐equiv = "X‐UA‐Compatible"  content = "IE=edge" > 
      < meta  name = "viewport"  content = "width=device‐width,  initial‐scale=1" > 
      < meta  name = "description"  content = "" > 
      < meta  name = "author"  content = "" > 
   
 
      < title >LongWave  ‐  Login</ title > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "../bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  MetisMenu  CSS  ‐‐> 
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      < link  href = "../bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/css/sb‐admin‐2.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Fonts  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "../bootstrap_vendor/font‐awesome/css/font‐awesome.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet"  type = "text/css" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  HTML5  Shim  and  Respond.js  IE8  support  of  HTML5  elements  and  media 
queries  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐  WARNING:  Respond.js  doesn't  work  if  you  view  the  page  via  file://  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐[if  lt  IE  9]> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/html5shiv/3.7.0/html5shiv.js"></script> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/respond.js/1.4.2/respond.min.js"></script> 
      <![endif]‐‐> 
   
 
  </ head > 
   
 
  < body > 
   
 
      < div  class = "container" > 
          < div  class = "row" > 
              < div  class = "col‐md‐4  col‐md‐offset‐4" > 
                  < div  class = "login‐panel  panel  panel‐default" > 
                      < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                          < h3  class = "panel‐title" >LongWave  ‐  Log  In</ h3 > 
                      </ div > 
                      < div  class = "panel‐body" > 
                          < form  role = "form"  method = "post"  action = "/login" > 
                              < fieldset > 
                                  < div  class = "form‐group" > 
                                      < input  class = "form‐control" 
placeholder = "jdoe@gmail.com"  name = "email"  type = "email"  autofocus > 
                                  </ div > 
                                  < div  class = "form‐group" > 
                                      < input  class = "form‐control" 
placeholder = "password1234"  name = "password"  type = "password"  value = "" > 
                                  </ div > 
                                  < input  type = "submit"  value = "Login"  class = "btn 
btn‐lg  btn‐success  btn‐block" > 
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                              </ fieldset > 
                          </ form > 
                          < br > 
                          < a  href = "/createuser" >Create  New  User  Profile</ a > 
                      </ div > 
                  </ div > 
              </ div > 
          </ div > 
      </ div > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  jQuery  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "../bootstrap_vendor/jquery/jquery.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "../bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/js/bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Metis  Menu  Plugin  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "../bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
  </ body > 
   
 
  </ html > 
Bootstrap_dashboard.html 
 
<!DOCT
YPE 
html> 
 
  < html  lang = "en" > 
   
 
  < head > 
   
 
      < meta  charset = "utf‐8" > 
      < meta  http‐equiv = "X‐UA‐Compatible"  content = "IE=edge" > 
      < meta  name = "viewport"  content = "width=device‐width,  initial‐scale=1" > 
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      < meta  name = "description"  content = "" > 
      < meta  name = "author"  content = "" > 
   
 
      < title >LongWave  ‐  Dashboard</ title > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  MetisMenu  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  DataTables  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐plugins/dataTables.bootstrap.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  DataTables  Responsive  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐responsive/dataTables.responsive.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/css/sb‐admin‐2.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Fonts  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/font‐awesome/css/font‐awesome.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet"  type = "text/css" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  HTML5  Shim  and  Respond.js  IE8  support  of  HTML5  elements  and  media  queries 
‐‐> 
      <!‐‐  WARNING:  Respond.js  doesn't  work  if  you  view  the  page  via  file://  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐[if  lt  IE  9]> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/html5shiv/3.7.0/html5shiv.js"></script> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/respond.js/1.4.2/respond.min.js"></script> 
      <![endif]‐‐> 
   
 
  </ head > 
   
 
  < body > 
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      < div  id = "wrapper" > 
   
 
          <!‐‐  Navigation  ‐‐> 
          < nav  class = "navbar  navbar‐default  navbar‐static‐top"  role = "navigation" 
style = "margin‐bottom:  0" > 
              < div  class = "navbar‐header" > 
                  < button  type = "button"  class = "navbar‐toggle"  data‐toggle = "collapse" 
data‐target = ".navbar‐collapse" > 
                      < span  class = "sr‐only" >Toggle  navigation</ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                  </ button > 
                  < a  class = "navbar‐brand"  href = "/regionalDashboard" >LongWave  Viewer 
v0.5</ a > 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐header  ‐‐> 
   
 
              < ul  class = "nav  navbar‐top‐links  navbar‐right" > 
                  <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
                  < li  class = "dropdown" > 
                      < a  class = "dropdown‐toggle"  data‐toggle = "dropdown"  href = "#" > 
                          < i  class = "fa  fa‐user  fa‐fw" ></ i >  < i  class = "fa 
fa‐caret‐down" ></ i > 
                      </ a > 
                      < ul  class = "dropdown‐menu  dropdown‐user" > 
                          < li >< a  href = "/logout" >< i  class = "fa  fa‐sign‐out  fa‐fw" ></ i > 
Logout</ a > 
                          </ li > 
                      </ ul > 
                      <!‐‐  /.dropdown‐user  ‐‐> 
                  </ li > 
                  <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
              </ ul > 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐top‐links  ‐‐> 
          </ nav > 
   
 
          < div  id = "page‐wrapper" > 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < h1  class = "page‐header" >Dashboard</ h1 > 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
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              <!‐‐  /.row  ‐‐> 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < div  class = "panel  panel‐default" > 
                          < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                              Data  Records 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐heading  ‐‐> 
                          < div  class = "panel‐body" > 
                              < table  width = "100%"  class = "table  table‐striped 
table‐bordered  table‐hover"  id = "dataTables‐example" > 
                                  < thead > 
                                      < tr > 
                                          < th >Patient  ID</ th > 
                                          < th >Date  Recieved</ th > 
                                          < th >Actions</ th > 
                                      </ tr > 
                                  </ thead > 
                                  < tbody > 
                                    {%  for  record  in  record_list  %} 
                                    < tr  class = "gradeA  odd"  role = "row" > 
                                          < td 
class = "sorting_1" >{{record.patientName}}</ td > 
                                          < td >{{record.date}}</ td > 
                                          < td > 
                                            < form  id = "tool_button" 
class = "form‐group"  action = "/viewData"  method = "get" 
style = "margin‐right:10px;float:left" > 
                                              < input  type = "hidden" 
value = "{{record.key.urlsafe()}}"  name = "url_key" > 
                                              < input  class = "btn  btn‐success  btn‐xs" 
type = "submit"  value = "View  Screening  Results" > 
                                            </ form > 
                                            < form  id = "tool_button" 
class = "form‐group"  action = "/removerecord"  method = "post"  style = "float:left; 
margin‐right:10px" > 
                                              < input  type = "hidden" 
value = "{{record.key.urlsafe()}}"  name = "url_key" > 
                                              < input  class = "btn  btn‐warning  btn‐xs" 
type = "submit"  value = "Remove" > 
                                            </ form > 
                                            {%  if  record.afib_flag  %} 
                                            < p 
style = "color:red;margin‐left:20px" >< span  class = " glyphicon 
glyphicon‐exclamation‐sign" ></ span >< b >  AFIB</ b ></ p > 
                                            {%  endif  %} 
                                          </ td > 
                                    </ tr > 
                                    {%  endfor  %} 
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                                  </ tbody > 
                              </ table > 
                              <!‐‐  /.table‐responsive  ‐‐> 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐body  ‐‐> 
                      </ div > 
                      <!‐‐  /.panel  ‐‐> 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
          </ div > 
          <!‐‐  /#page‐wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      </ div > 
      <!‐‐  /#wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  jQuery  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/jquery/jquery.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/js/bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Metis  Menu  Plugin  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  DataTables  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables/js/jquery.dataTables.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐plugins/dataTables.bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐responsive/dataTables.responsive.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Page‐Level  Demo  Scripts  ‐  Tables  ‐  Use  for  reference  ‐‐> 
      < script > 
      $ ( document ). ready ( function ()  { 
          $ ( '#dataTables‐example' ). DataTable ({ 
              responsive :  true 
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          }); 
      }); 
      </ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Flot  Charts  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/excanvas.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.pie.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.resize.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.time.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot‐tooltip/jquery.flot.tooltip.min.js" ></ script > 
      <!‐‐<script  src="/rsrc/flot‐data.js"></script>‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      < meta  id = "sampleData"   data‐datapoints = "{{sample}}" > 
   
 
  </ body > 
   
 
  </ html > 
Bootstrap_  createuser.html 
 
<!DOCTYPE 
html>   
  < html  lang = "en" > 
   
 
  < head > 
   
 
      < meta  charset = "utf‐8" > 
      < meta  http‐equiv = "X‐UA‐Compatible"  content = "IE=edge" > 
      < meta  name = "viewport"  content = "width=device‐width,  initial‐scale=1" > 
      < meta  name = "description"  content = "" > 
      < meta  name = "author"  content = "" > 
   
 
      < title >LongWave  ‐  Create  User</ title > 
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      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  MetisMenu  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/css/sb‐admin‐2.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Fonts  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/font‐awesome/css/font‐awesome.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet"  type = "text/css" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  HTML5  Shim  and  Respond.js  IE8  support  of  HTML5  elements  and  media 
queries  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐  WARNING:  Respond.js  doesn't  work  if  you  view  the  page  via  file://  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐[if  lt  IE  9]> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/html5shiv/3.7.0/html5shiv.js"></script> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/respond.js/1.4.2/respond.min.js"></script> 
      <![endif]‐‐> 
   
 
  </ head > 
   
 
  < body > 
   
 
      < div  id = "wrapper" > 
   
 
          <!‐‐  Navigation  ‐‐> 
          < nav  class = "navbar  navbar‐default  navbar‐static‐top"  role = "navigation" 
style = "margin‐bottom:  0" > 
              < div  class = "navbar‐header" > 
                  < button  type = "button"  class = "navbar‐toggle" 
data‐toggle = "collapse"  data‐target = ".navbar‐collapse" > 
                      < span  class = "sr‐only" >Toggle  navigation</ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                  </ button > 
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                  < a  class = "navbar‐brand"  href = "/dashboard" >LongWave  Viewer 
v0.5</ a > 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐header  ‐‐> 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐top‐links  ‐‐> 
          </ nav > 
   
 
          < div  id = "page‐wrapper" > 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < h1  class = "page‐header" >Create  User</ h1 > 
                      < form  action = "/createuser"  method = "post" > 
                        < div  class = "form‐group" > 
                          < label >Email</ label > 
                          < input  class = "form‐control"  name = "email" > 
                          < p  class = "help‐block" >What's  the  new  user's  email?</ p > 
                          < br > 
                          < label >Password</ label > 
                          < input  class = "form‐control"  name = "password" > 
                          < p  class = "help‐block" >What's  the  new  user's 
password?</ p > 
                          < label >Key</ label > 
                          < input  class = "form‐control"  name = "key"  type = "password" > 
                          < p  class = "help‐block" >{{message}}</ p > 
                          < input  type = "submit"  value = "Submit" > 
                        </ div > 
                      </ form > 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.row  ‐‐> 
          </ div > 
          <!‐‐  /#page‐wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      </ div > 
      <!‐‐  /#wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  jQuery  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/jquery/jquery.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/js/bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
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      <!‐‐  Metis  Menu  Plugin  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
  </ body > 
   
 
  </ html > 
Bootstrap_community.html 
 
<!DOCTYP
E  html>   
  < html  lang = "en" > 
   
 
  < head > 
   
 
      < meta  charset = "utf‐8" > 
      < meta  http‐equiv = "X‐UA‐Compatible"  content = "IE=edge" > 
      < meta  name = "viewport"  content = "width=device‐width,  initial‐scale=1" > 
      < meta  name = "description"  content = "" > 
      < meta  name = "author"  content = "" > 
   
 
      < title >LongWave  ‐  Regional  Dashboard</ title > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  MetisMenu  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  DataTables  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐plugins/dataTables.bootstrap.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
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      <!‐‐  DataTables  Responsive  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link 
href = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐responsive/dataTables.responsive.css" 
rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  CSS  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/css/sb‐admin‐2.css"  rel = "stylesheet" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Fonts  ‐‐> 
      < link  href = "/bootstrap_vendor/font‐awesome/css/font‐awesome.min.css" 
rel = "stylesheet"  type = "text/css" > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  HTML5  Shim  and  Respond.js  IE8  support  of  HTML5  elements  and  media 
queries  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐  WARNING:  Respond.js  doesn't  work  if  you  view  the  page  via  file://  ‐‐> 
      <!‐‐[if  lt  IE  9]> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/html5shiv/3.7.0/html5shiv.js"></script> 
          <script 
src="https://oss.maxcdn.com/libs/respond.js/1.4.2/respond.min.js"></script> 
      <![endif]‐‐> 
   
 
  </ head > 
   
 
  < body > 
   
 
      < div  id = "wrapper" > 
   
 
          <!‐‐  Navigation  ‐‐> 
          < nav  class = "navbar  navbar‐default  navbar‐static‐top"  role = "navigation" 
style = "margin‐bottom:  0" > 
              < div  class = "navbar‐header" > 
                  < button  type = "button"  class = "navbar‐toggle" 
data‐toggle = "collapse"  data‐target = ".navbar‐collapse" > 
                      < span  class = "sr‐only" >Toggle  navigation</ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                      < span  class = "icon‐bar" ></ span > 
                  </ button > 
                  < a  class = "navbar‐brand"  href = "/regionalDashboard" >LongWave 
Viewer  v0.5</ a > 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐header  ‐‐> 
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              < ul  class = "nav  navbar‐top‐links  navbar‐right" > 
                  <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
                  < li  class = "dropdown" > 
                      < a  class = "dropdown‐toggle"  data‐toggle = "dropdown"  href = "#" > 
                          < i  class = "fa  fa‐user  fa‐fw" ></ i >  < i  class = "fa 
fa‐caret‐down" ></ i > 
                      </ a > 
                      < ul  class = "dropdown‐menu  dropdown‐user" > 
                          < li >< a  href = "/logout" >< i  class = "fa  fa‐sign‐out 
fa‐fw" ></ i >  Logout</ a > 
                          </ li > 
                      </ ul > 
                      <!‐‐  /.dropdown‐user  ‐‐> 
                  </ li > 
                  <!‐‐  /.dropdown  ‐‐> 
              </ ul > 
              <!‐‐  /.navbar‐top‐links  ‐‐> 
          </ nav > 
   
 
          < div  id = "page‐wrapper" > 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < h1  class = "page‐header" >Regional  Dashboard</ h1 > 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
              <!‐‐  /.row  ‐‐> 
              < div  class = "row" > 
                  < div  class = "col‐lg‐12" > 
                      < div  class = "panel  panel‐default" > 
                          < div  class = "panel‐heading" > 
                              Data  Records 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐heading  ‐‐> 
                          < div  class = "panel‐body" > 
                              < table  width = "100%"  class = "table  table‐striped 
table‐bordered  table‐hover"  id = "dataTables‐example" > 
                                  < thead > 
                                      < tr > 
                                          < th >Community</ th > 
                                          < th >Number  of  Records</ th > 
                                      </ tr > 
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                                  </ thead > 
                                  < tbody > 
                                    < tr  class = "gradeA  odd"  role = "row" > 
                                      < td >< a 
href = "/dashboard?community=bozeman" >Bozeman,  MT</ a ></ td > 
                                      < td >4</ td > 
                                    </ tr > 
                                    < tr  class = "gradeA  even"  role = "row" > 
                                      < td >< a 
href = "/dashboard?community=palos_verdes" >Palos  Verdes,  CA</ a ></ td > 
                                      < td >4</ td > 
                                    </ tr > 
                                    < tr  class = "gradeA  odd"  role = "row" > 
                                      < td >< a 
href = "/dashboard?community=stockton" >Stockton,  CA</ a ></ td > 
                                      < td >4</ td > 
                                    </ tr > 
                                    < tr  class = "gradeA  odd"  role = "row" > 
                                      < td >< a 
href = "/dashboard?community=san_jose" >San  Jose,  CA</ a ></ td > 
                                      < td >4</ td > 
                                    </ tr > 
                                  </ tbody > 
                              </ table > 
                              <!‐‐  /.table‐responsive  ‐‐> 
                          </ div > 
                          <!‐‐  /.panel‐body  ‐‐> 
                      </ div > 
                      <!‐‐  /.panel  ‐‐> 
                  </ div > 
                  <!‐‐  /.col‐lg‐12  ‐‐> 
              </ div > 
          </ div > 
          <!‐‐  /#page‐wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      </ div > 
      <!‐‐  /#wrapper  ‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  jQuery  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/jquery/jquery.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Bootstrap  Core  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/bootstrap/js/bootstrap.min.js" ></ script > 
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      <!‐‐  Metis  Menu  Plugin  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/metisMenu/metisMenu.min.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  DataTables  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables/js/jquery.dataTables.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐plugins/dataTables.bootstrap.min.js" ></ script
> 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/datatables‐responsive/dataTables.responsive.js" ></ script
> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Page‐Level  Demo  Scripts  ‐  Tables  ‐  Use  for  reference  ‐‐> 
      < script > 
      $ ( document ). ready ( function ()  { 
          $ ( '#dataTables‐example' ). DataTable ({ 
              responsive :  true 
          }); 
      }); 
      </ script > 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Flot  Charts  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/excanvas.min.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.pie.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.resize.js" ></ script > 
      < script  src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot/jquery.flot.time.js" ></ script > 
      < script 
src = "/bootstrap_vendor/flot‐tooltip/jquery.flot.tooltip.min.js" ></ script > 
      <!‐‐<script  src="/rsrc/flot‐data.js"></script>‐‐> 
   
 
      <!‐‐  Custom  Theme  JavaScript  ‐‐> 
      < script  src = "/js/sb‐admin‐2.js" ></ script > 
   
 
      < meta  id = "sampleData"   data‐datapoints = "{{sample}}" > 
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  </ body > 
   
 
  </ html > 
Sb­admin­2.js: 
 
/*
!   
  *  Start  Bootstrap  ‐  SB  Admin  2  v3.3.7+1 
(http://startbootstrap.com/template‐overviews/sb‐admin‐2) 
  *  Copyright  2013‐2016  Start  Bootstrap 
  *  Licensed  under  MIT 
(https://github.com/BlackrockDigital/startbootstrap/blob/gh‐pages/LICENSE) 
  */ 
  $ ( function ()  { 
      $ ( '#side‐menu' ). metisMenu (); 
  }); 
   
 
  //Loads  the  correct  sidebar  on  window  load, 
  //collapses  the  sidebar  on  window  resize. 
  //  Sets  the  min‐height  of  #page‐wrapper  to  window  size 
  $ ( function ()  { 
      $ ( window ). bind ( "load  resize" ,  function ()  { 
          var  topOffset  =  50 ; 
          var  width  =  ( this .window. innerWidth  >  0 )  ?  this .window. innerWidth  : 
this .screen. width ; 
          if  (width  <  768 )  { 
              $ ( 'div.navbar‐collapse' ). addClass ( 'collapse' ); 
              topOffset  =  100 ;  //  2‐row‐menu 
          }  else  { 
              $ ( 'div.navbar‐collapse' ). removeClass ( 'collapse' ); 
          } 
   
 
          var  height  =  (( this .window. innerHeight  >  0 )  ?  this .window. innerHeight  : 
this .screen. height )  ‐  1 ; 
          height  =  height  ‐  topOffset; 
          if  (height  <  1 )  height  =  1 ; 
          if  (height  >  topOffset)  { 
              $ ( "#page‐wrapper" ). css ( "min‐height" ,  (height)  +  "px" ); 
          } 
      }); 
   
 
      var  url  =  window . location ; 
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      //  var  element  =  $('ul.nav  a').filter(function()  { 
      //      return  this.href  ==  url; 
      //  }).addClass('active').parent().parent().addClass('in').parent(); 
      var  element  =  $ ( 'ul.nav  a' ). filter ( function ()  { 
          return  this . href  ==  url; 
      }). addClass ( 'active' ). parent (); 
   
 
      while  ( true )  { 
          if  (element. is ( 'li' ))  { 
              element  =  element. parent (). addClass ( 'in' ). parent (); 
          }  else  { 
              break ; 
          } 
      } 
  }); 
 
 
 
Matlab  Code 
Low­Pass  Noise  Filter: 
f  =  fopen('ECGreadings.txt'); 
 
format  long 
 
for  i=1:1704 
     tline  =  fgetl(f); 
end 
 
j  =  1; 
time  =  []; 
volts  =  []; 
while  ischar(tline) 
     [t,v]  =  parse(tline); 
     time(j)  =  t; 
     volts(j)  =  v; 
     j  =  j+1; 
     tline  =  fgetl(f); 
end 
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figure(1); 
plot(volts) 
 
figure(2); 
vf  =  fft(volts); 
plot(abs(vf(2:end))) 
VfFilt  =  vf; 
VfFilt(101:1695)=0; 
VfFilt(60)=0; 
xfilt=ifft(VfFilt); 
plot(real(xfilt)) 
 
 
 
 
Our  full  repository  is  available  for  public  viewing  at:  https://github.com/gusboling/EKG­Server 
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